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Waterfall Circle Building AmenitiesSmart, safe and 
sustainable 
corporate showcase

• Quality fresh air rates at 150% higher than required
• Optimised generous daylight, eliminating glare
• Low building emissions
• Excellent views
• A safe environment within a sought-after location 

Waterfall Circle is positioned as a solid investment opportunity, 
as it is the only commercial development that is available for sale.

Gaut eng’s premier commercial  5 star green 
rated  destination.

Waterfall Circle is conveniently located opposite the vibrant 
Waterfall Lifestyle and Waterfall Corner Centres on the corner of 
Waterfall Drive and Country Estate Drive. Within the area is a 
Gautrain bus stop, Virgin Active, Woolworths and Checkers. 
Several Waterfall residential estates are close by. It also features 
bicycle racks, showers and lockers.

This building is prolific with green credentials. It is purposely 
designed to be highly energy efficient, from lighting to water to 
air handling. A thermal storage system reduces peak energy 
demand, while specialised water fixtures, xeriscape plants, 
rainwater capturing, and an air-cooled chiller ensure maximum 
water efficiency.  It also has a zero-wastage fire water system. 
When it comes to the future, even the building itself is highly 
recyclable, with its reinforced steel having a recycling content 
of at least 90%, and some 50% of the timber being either Forest 
Stewardship Council Certified, reused or has a post-consumer 
recycle content.

All this adds up to a certified green building that creates a 
fantastic work environment that is focused on the future. At 
Waterfall Circle you can enjoy:

WATERFALL 
CIRCLE
FACT SHEET

Commercial

The ideal place to play, 
work and stay in the 
heart of Gauteng.

Waterfall Core Values

safety

vitality

A green environment that’s 
good for you and the planet 

Enjoy an active lifestyle in 
a pedestrian-friendly and 
bikeable neighbourhood

Your safety is our priority

sustainability

infrastructure
Waterfall connects 
infrastructure, e�ciency and 
convenience with quality of life

A world-class �bre optic 
and wireless communication 
network keeps you up to speed

technology waterfall cares
Giving back to our communities

locality
Exactly where you need to be

Work, stay, shop and play in 
one convenient neighbourhood

amenities

Area

Waterfall Circle 25 000m        




